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ISO-NE CONFIDENTIAL
(Completed Form)
Additional Data Request for PV and Storage 
Demand Capacity Resources 
ISO-NE is requesting additional data to support the requested summer and winter capacity of Demand Capacity Resources containing stand-alone or co-located storage facilities. This form is intended to provided guidance in the provision of such data.
 
All figures provided should be aggregated by technology type. For example, if a PV array contains 4 inverters with a max AC nameplate rating of 1 MW each, the aggregated inverter(s) max AC nameplate rating for the PV array is 4 MW.
 
Due to the variable nature of demand capacity resources and a potentially prolonged customer acquisition process, the ISO understands that some data may not yet be available for some of the questions below. Please answer the questions to the best of your ability and mark either "Not Applicable" or "Not Yet Available" as needed. In situations where multiple systems make up a resource, averages or estimates of parameters are acceptable. 
 
Completion of this form is optional. Should this form relate to your specific resource, System Planning will contact you requesting the information on this form. 
 
 
System Size, Nameplate (kW AC)
Inverter Size (kW AC)
Latitude (Decimal Degree) (+ for N):
 
Longitude (Decimal Degree) (- for W):
Tilt (Degrees):
 
Azimuth (Degrees):
 
True South= 0°, East= -90°, West= 90°. For systems with two-axis tracking, azimuth is not required. The Default is 0 in case of two-axis tracking system.
Module Type: 
Does Requested Capacity account for typical system losses?
If Photovoltaic, System Specifications? 
1) Select all technology types that make up this resource
If Storage, Storage System specifications?
Requested Summer Capacity (ESS Only)
Requested Winter Capacity (ESS Only)
Battery Type (Technology/Chemistry)
Nominal DC Energy 
Nominal DC Energy (MWh) represents the “nominal” battery DC module energy without any DC losses or derating factors at the battery operating limit.
Usable AC Energy*
Assume continuous power at battery operating limit. This value includes all losses associated with delivering the power to the point of interconnection. 
Usable state of charge
i.e. min - max depth of discharge 
Maximum AC charge rate*
Maximum AC discharge rate (Max Generation)*
Include AC losses up to point of interconnection
Charging efficiency 
Discharging efficiency 
Daily Cycle Limit (number of cycles)
Annual Cycle Limit (number of cycles)
* This value includes all losses associated with delivering the power to the point of interconnection.
Nominal DC Energy - Nominal DC Energy (MWh) represents the "nominal" battery DC module energy without any DC losses or derating factors at the battery operating limit.
Usable AC Energy - Assume continuous power at battery operating limit. This value includes all losses associated with delivering the power to the point of interconnection. 
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